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1 Bedroom 1 Reception 1 Bathroom  Kitchen   

 

 

 
PRICE £525,000.00 
 

FOR SALE 

 

 Arlington Road Camden NW1 
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Offering a welcome sense of modernity, this generously proportioned apartment 

circa 614 Sq.Ft. one bedroom ground floor apartment, has a stylish contemporary 

design to suit the taste of a discerning buyer focusing on central Camden, which we 

strongly recommend a viewing.  

The generously proportioned accommodation is accessed from its own private 

entrance directly on to the reception, featuring high ceilings, with the layout 

allowing for the perfect arrangement for entertaining with the kitchen lying off the 

living area from the front to the rear of the building.  

To the left of the building apartment from the entrance lays the bedroom and 

bathroom.  

Squirreled away on this poplar residential streets of Camden Town, Arlington Road is 

deceptively close to its livelier hotspots. Morning brunches can be taken on Parkway 

or the finer eateries of Primrose Hill. Regents Park or Primrose Hill provides leisure 

walks into Town or adjacent sophisticated neighbourhood, that host an array of 

smart boutiques for all-important indulgent essentials.  Camden is famous for its 

thriving market of street food stalls and antiques traders, plus a new Cinema on 

standby for a rainy afternoon and many local bars.  

The Northern Line underground station provides great access into The City and West 

End with numerous complementary bus routes to hand. 

 

**Chain Free** 
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525,000.00 

London Borough of Camden 

G 

64 

1 Bedroom 

1 Bathroom 

1 Reception 

 

Leasehold 

Council Tax Band 

EPC Band  
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